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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

dwp | design worldwide partnership creates one of UK’s
Sunday Times ‘50 Greatest Bars on Earth’ in Bangkok
__________________________
dwp | design worldwide partnership recently saw inclusion of their design for
Bangkok’s Sirocco Restaurant & Skybar included among The Sunday Times UK’s
’50 Greatest Bars on Earth’.
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World-class architecture and interior design firm dwp | design worldwide partnership created
the design for now world-famous Sirocco Restaurant & Skybar, Bangkok, Thailand, which
starred in the Hollywood-blockbuster film ‘Hangover II’. Sirocco Skybar was recently featured in
the UK’s Sunday Times’ review on the world’s best bars, having also previously been featured in
their ‘Weekly Bar Review’ (2011) and ‘Where the world’s best chefs go to eat’ (2009).

Bangkok’s most innovative dining experience is still the 500sqm international award-winning
Sirocco Restaurant, within the Dome at State Tower. dwp group CEO Brenton Mauriello notes:
“We designed the restaurant to appear to elegantly float in the sky, with the Skybar apparently
jutting out into space.” The bar glows from an alternating lighting effect, revealing warm
oranges, blues and greens through to a rich red. Behind the restaurant is the golden dome,
which provides a stunning backdrop for the resident jazz musicians. The restaurant also
features Spanish style steps, railed terraces, waterfall effects and, amazingly, air-conditioning to
cool the outdoor dining experience. Located on the 63rd floor of the State Tower, the 360°
views across the Bangkok skyline are breathtaking. Finishes include sandstone, timber veneers,
gold leaf and Thai silks, creating a rich and stylish décor. The lighting design is integrated to
match the overall stylish concept, allowing mood-change from day through to sunset and
nighttime.

Its timelessly sophisticated design, having been completed in mid-2004, is still a chart-topper on
many a world’s favourite list. Following on from its instant success, dwp has continued to
design many a rooftop bar throughout Asia and the Middle East, and has recently completed
the much-anticipated Hilton Pattaya rooftop bar, Horizon.
For more info and images, on this and any other dwp projects from all portfolios, visit
www.dwp.com.
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About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations,
over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design, planning
consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards. With
currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and again.
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For more information from dwp on this release and hi-res images, contact Group Communications
Consultant, Ms Nikki Busuttil, nikki.b@dwp.com or call the dwp Thailand local office:
dwp
The Dusit Thani Building, Level 11, 946 Rama IV Road, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 Thailand
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